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1. Introduction 
2. Background 
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3. Methods 
3.1 Town centre sample 
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3.2 Street questionnaire data 
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 The questionnaire also comprised an ‘other’ category under which respondents mostly listed various services, 
including hairdresser/barber, laundry, solicitor, removal van, checking train times and bank. Further activities 
reported in the ‘other’ category included ‘being on holiday’ which was classed as ‘doing nothing/hanging out’, 
optician and therapist, which were classed as ‘doctors/hospital/dentist’, and job interview and job hunting, which 
were classed as ‘business meeting’. The various categories were summarised further as following: education: 
take children to/from nursery/playschool/school + school/college/university; socialising: meet friends/family + 
visit friends/family + waiting for friends/family; work: work here + business meeting; eating and drinking: 
coffee/tea/drink + eat + lunch club + pub/bar; services: services (this was mainly from the ‘other’ category and 
included hairdresser/barber, laundry, solicitors, bank) + post office + post a letter; on route: catching a 
train/bus/tube + passing through; financial transactions: get money + collect pension + bills (pay bills + charge 
gas/electricity key). 
3
 The study was checked for ethical clearance and was deemed to be exempt as human participants cannot be 
identified, nor is there risk that disclosure of the human participants' responses outside the research could 
reasonably place the participants greater at risk of criminal or civil liability or be damaging to the participants' 
financial standing, employability, or reputation. 
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3.3 Spatial data 
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4. Results 
4.1 Trip Analysis 
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4.2 Spatial analysis 
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5. Discussion and Limitations  
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6. Conclusions 
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